Sex Toike

\[ F(\omega) = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} f(t)e^{i\omega t} dt \]

\[ e^{i\pi} + 1 = 0 \]
Hello Honey Bunny!

Are you ready for a journey of self discovery? Let’s get active and personal. SeeTo! Feast your eyes on not your daddy’s moneybag, but an entire kind of satirical newspaper. For those who never see myself, oneself is something I love to talk about. It doesn’t matter if you’re promiscuous or celibate or anything in-between, understand how it shapes our society is an important step in the journey to middle age. God, how I love a shootout.

Think of V-day as your annual...

- Not waiting in line at Pandora

- Not spending your wallet hurts.

- Have to play this guessing game of promiscous or celibate or anything.

- Kind of satirical newspaper.

Hi Honey Bunnies!
Mr. Moe's Financial Advice

Toike's Almanac

Have you thought about your financial future? It's not too late to start planning. Here are a few tips to get you started:

1. Save for retirement: Start contributing to a retirement account as early as possible. The earlier you start, the more time your money has to grow.

2. Pay off debt: Get out of debt as soon as possible. High-interest debt can eat up a significant portion of your income.

3. Create a budget: Track your income and expenses to make sure you're living within your means.

4. Invest wisely: Choose investments that align with your risk tolerance and investment goals.

5. Consult a financial advisor: A professional can provide personalized advice based on your unique financial situation.

Remember, the key to financial success is discipline and consistency. Start today and watch your financial future take shape.

Top 5 Kitchen Hacks for the 21st Century

1. Flavoured Lubricant - Homemade Frappucinos!

Homemade frappucinos are a delicious and refreshing way to enjoy a sweet treat at home. Simply blend together:

- 1 scoop of your favourite coffee powder
- 1/2 cup of ice
- 1/2 cup of milk
- A splash of your preferred syrup

Blend until smooth and enjoy! This hack is perfect for a lazy Sunday afternoon or a special occasion.

2. Bombardier Streetcar Sighting

The Bombardier streetcar is just around the corner, and it's time to make the most of this unique public transportation option. Whether you're heading to work or running errands, the Bombardier streetcar is a convenient and affordable way to get around Toronto. Try it out today and see how much it can change your daily routine.

3. Marilyn Monroe’s Bikini Riddle

Marilyn Monroe once stated, “I have legs, and I like my legs.” This hack is perfect for anyone who wants to make the most of their body and feel confident in their own skin. Whether you're hitting the gym or just lounging at home, remember to love your body and its unique features.

4. Sugar-Free Coffee Creamer

Sugar-free coffee creamer is a great option for those looking to cut down on their sugar intake. Simply mix:

- 1 cup of milk
- 1/2 cup of sugar-free sweetener
- 1/4 cup of water

Blend until smooth and pour over your favorite coffee. This hack is perfect for those who want to enjoy a sweet treat without the added sugar.

5. Fresh Pickles

Making your own pickles is a fun and rewarding kitchen activity. Simply mix:

- 2 cups of water
- 2 cups of vinegar
- 2 cups of salt
- 1/2 cup of sugar

Combine in a large bowl and let sit for 2 days. This hack is perfect for anyone looking to make their own pickles at home.

Omelettes can be a pain to make, but with these kitchen hacks, you'll be enjoying homemade frappucinos, Bombardier streetcar rides, Marilyn Monroe's confidence boost, sugar-free coffee creamer, and fresh pickles in no time. Happy cooking!
**Sizzler Heat Gun**

To warm up all the special places you need to stick together.

**Gyratory Crusher**

Rigid one piece implement distributes impact and crushing force over the entire rim.

**JigSaw 9000**

All cut up about your toys? Still not as cut up as he’s about to be with the help of your very own Ex-KK Jigsaw.

**Angle Grindr**

Includes a burst protection guard to protect the angle 5-position handle for greater control and utility.

Irrespective of the setting, the amount of friction generated is homogenous - don't forget your coolant.

**Suckboi 200 ShopVac**

Two modes: suck or blow. Guaranteed quality to get the job done. Now features an adjustable nozzle to fit any attachments you might have.

**DrillPress Pacer™ 2.0**

Now comes with a laser for better accuracy. Includes ball bearings for smoother performance and a more pleasurable user experience.

**Reliable Nailgun**

Pin you up against a wall with ease. Consistent penetration into hard and soft materials. Perfect for maneuvering tight spaces. Cordless model comes with extra length cord for all your toning and winding needs.

**Cyrus Tools™ Sledghammer**

Size does matter. Larger head creates more force than previous smaller size. Smart handle allows for a strong grip without slipping.

69% off your first purchase

Clip this coupon for a deal redeemable at all EngCom locations.
65-Year-Old’s Net Worth,
Sexual Potency Declining

Mike Liters

"It's really wonderful to see such a
random collection of people from
different walks of life interested in
the same cause," said Manteplo.

"Can you tell them that I did a good job?"

Former Ottawa Senators
forward P.J. Roy.

"I mean, yeah, last year we had
the Toike that Mr. Kim has not,
indeed the case, the practice may
indeed be integrated into the
Olympics, the Canadian Hockey
selectors selecting for
virtually every member of the
team, and most teams support
the use of no-tie methods as
well. For these reasons, the
events are not being added to the
list of approved sports at the
IOC.

"In 2010 when his company's
stock plummeted. Might have to sell
the cottage." Stated the suffering
student.

"I'm just not into it anymore. I
just... my desire is just... I just can't get it in the
morning anymore, so matter how hard
I try, the former millennial and currently
impatient senior.

At time of writing, Sampson
was scrumming at his pen and
his stock had stopped increasing
in the hopes of improving
their respective
numbers.
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Protects from Evils of the Flesh

Our Glorious EngSoc Officers
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These decadent pages and listen lascivious hedonism that infects turn your gaze away from the abomination called indulgence. Impiety and that abounds! Fornication and vile pages and realise the filth our newspaper! Look at these Toike!

Brothers and Sisters of the League
Toike Member of the Junior Anti-Sex

Do you have the mad English skills required to pick out our typos and grammar follies? Do content editing for us!

Alternatively, if you’re interested in something specific, like graphics, editing, layout, multimedia, social media or distribution, email toike@skule.ca and let us know!

Toike Writer Pens Article Relevant in January, Not Being Published Until February

This article was originally intended for the December edition of the Toike Oike TORON-TOIKE, ON-TOIKE-10 – In a first for the University of Toronto-based satirical newspaper, a writer has submitted an article that accurately reflects the political climate and popular culture in January. Unfortunately for the anonymous contributor, their article will not be published until February, reducing the once poignant piece to nothing but an obscure reference.

“Oh yeah, no. I loved it. Thought it was hilarious,” said a Toike senior staff member, “can’t wait to release this in the next few months.”

Heralded for its dark humour, emotionally-moving themes, and clever observations, the article was dubbed “a must read” by the Toike leadership and was killed early-on as a potential frontpage piece before it was put aside for several weeks. Currently located in the electronic junkfile named “Toike Content for Later,” directly forgotten writings.

“Yeah, man. We forget about a lot of our unused articles.”

Much to the chagrin of the unnamed writer, the January Toike is on newsstands this February.

Like comics? Skilled with MS Paint? Send in your comics to Toike@skule.ca!

Deadly for your first solo mission, Officer? Keep care of these little guys while we’re gone.

Ready for your first solo mission, Officer? Keep care of these little guys while we’re gone.

Ayé L’Mao
Activated Charcoal Flavoured Lube

Now with 1/4 inch more play!

Free Sample!

Toikex

play

Activated Charcoal Flavoured Lube

Share with a friend!